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Armed with bogus websites that mock leading candidates,
a Trump campaign worker is exploiting tensions on the left
with Russian-style disinformation. His targets have
included Biden, Sanders and Harris.

Trump Consultant Is Trolling Democrats With Biden Site That Isn’t Bide…
Armed with bogus websites that mock leading candidates, a Trump campaign
worker is exploiting tensions on the left with Russian-style disinformation.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/29/us/politics/fake-joe-biden-website.html

All the site says about its creator is buried in the fine print at the bottom of the page.

The site, it says, is a political parody built and paid for “BY AN American citizen FOR

American citizens,” and not the work of any campaign or political action committee.

But he is a political player, and a Republican one at that. His name is Patrick

Mauldin, and he makes videos and other digital content for Trump’s re-election

campaign. Together with his brother Ryan, Mauldin also runs Vici Media Group, a

gop political consulting firm in Austin

in anonymously trying to exploit the fissures within the Democratic ranks — fissures

that ran through this past week’s debates — Mauldin’s website hews far closer to the

disinformation spread by Russian trolls in 2016 than typical political messaging.

With nothing to indicate its creator’s motives or employer, the website offers a

preview of what election experts and national security officials say Americans can

expect to be bombarded with for the next year and a half:

anonymous and hard-to-trace digital messaging spread by sophisticated political

operatives whose aim is to sow discord through deceit. Trolling, that is, as a political

strategy.

Mauldin, who has not been previously identified as the creator of the website, said he

had built and paid for it on his own, and not for the Trump campaign.
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But the campaign knows about the websites, raising the prospect that the president’s

re-election effort condoned what is, in essence, a disinformation operation run by one

of its own.

Tim Murtaugh, the Trump campaign’s communications director, did not directly

address that issue, though he said it was “great that talented supporters of President

Trump use their time to help his re-election.”

Biden’s campaign knew about the fake website for months, but had not been of aware

of who was behind it, said T.J. Ducklo, a campaign spokesman. “Imagine our surprise

that a site full of obvious disinformation is the handiwork of an operative tied to the

Trump campaign.”

Mauldin has anonymously set up faux campaign websites for at least three other

Democratic front-runners.

From mid-March, when Mauldin first began promoting the website on Reddit,

through the end of May, it had more than 390,000 unique visitors, according to data

compiled by SimilarWeb, a firm that analyzes web traffic. Biden’s official campaign

website had about 310,000.

Of the people who found the websites through search engines, 83 percent landed on

Mauldin’s disinformation page, according to SimilarWeb. None of it was paid traffic.

Mauldin put it up well before Biden’s official website and aggressively pushed it out

on Reddit, getting clicks and links and exposure. It had a big boost in May when a

handful of media outlets — CNBC, The Daily Caller, CNET, among others — wrote

stories

Links from established media websites are weighted heavily by search engines.

In recent weeks, as search companies became aware that Mauldin’s website was fake,

it has fallen below the real Biden page. But it remains among the top results, and it

already appears to have fooled people.

With websites like the faux Biden page, “essentially you’re trying to sow chaos and

you’re trying to basically do voter suppression,” said Mr. Goldstein, Democratic

consultant.

“You want their supporters to get sad, to get angry, to get turned off from their

chosen candidate,” he continued. “The way voters tend to work: They don’t turn off

from a candidate and pick up someone else; they turn off from a candidate and turn

off politics.”

Mauldin had no intention of outing himself. When approached by The Times, he

argued that he should not be identified because he had not sought the spotlight, and

because he feared threats and harassment. He preferred “to work behind the scenes,”

Maulden registered the Biden site privately so that his name and contact details

would not appear in any public searches. But NYT ID’d him bc the Biden page shared

the same Google analytics tags with a number of other active and defunct websites...

including the ones he has made for the three other Democratic candidates. Some of
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those disinformation sites that shared the Google tags were registered under

Mauldin’s name.

Parscale said Mauldin is “an indispensable part of our digital operation” in the 2016

campaign  

 

People with ties to the re-election campaign, all of whom spoke on the condition of

anonymity because of NDAs, said that Mauldin was brought back on retainer for the

2020 race.

Mr. Mauldin would not discuss specifics of his role with the campaign, citing his own

NDA. He was only slightly more talkative about his websites. 

 

Pressed on deception, he complained people put too much emphasis on identity

“instead of examining the facts themselves.”🙄


